33rd TOURING - TROPHY 2021
Invitation
In the name of the OK and as the president of the CC Touring Biel-Bienne, I welcome you to the
33rd Touring-Trophy from October 22nd-24th 2021.
Many of you know our curling hall very well already and appreciate it as we do it. The ice quality is
excellent thus allowing for attractive, offensive curling.
After the corona-related cancellation last year, combined with the task of sending all teams at home
who arrived on Friday, we assume that as the vaccination progresses in the summer, a certain normality will return, and any sport can be practiced without major restrictions.
As in the previous year, we are again providing cash prizes worth at least CHF 5000.00. The four semifinalists of the 2nd Cup share travel vouchers from Racine Reisen AG worth CHF 2000.00.
The tournament starts on Friday at 6 p.m. The entry fee amount of CHF 400.00 remains unchanged.
Thanks to the support of our donors association “Club 13”, we are in a position to generously spoil
the participants. As always, the traditional “soirée” takes place on Saturday evening. Our host in the
restaurant “Take-Out” will be Philippe Perret.
Upon reception of your registration, you will receive the detailed program. Further information can
be found at www.cctouring.ch.
We are happy to welcome various men and women teams from all over the world, may they be ambitious or less success-oriented, and are looking forward to our usually diverse field of participants!
Matthias Perret
President CC Touring Biel-Bienne







See you on the ice
It is with great pleasure that we would like to participate in the
33rd TOURING – TROPHY 2021 in Biel and we hope that the following team will have friendly opponents and exciting games:
CC:
Lead:
Second:
Third:
Skip:
Contact address:
Tel. und E-Mail:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

The first 24 registrations will be considered by October 12th, 2021 at the latest.
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